Ki67 index in intracranial ependymoma: a promising histopathological candidate biomarker.
The Ki67 tumour cell proliferation index is an independent prognostic factor in ependymoma patients. Essential prerequisites for validation of the Ki67 index as a histopathological biomarker are the reproducibility of this factor and its prognostic influence by different observers (proof of objective clinical and analytical performance). To this end, the aim was to analyse systematically inter- and intraobserver agreement and reproducibility of the prognostic impact of the Ki67 index in intracranial ependymoma. The study cohort contained 78 cases of intracranial ependymoma. In all cases, the Ki67 index was assessed by four experienced observers (EOs) and by four inexperienced observers (IOs) using the manual hot-spot method. There was considerable agreement on Ki67 index assessment. There was higher observer agreement among EOs compared with IOs. For each observer, survival analysis showed significant association of low Ki67 index with favourable patient outcome. Our data show that the Ki67 index in intracranial ependymoma is a reproducible and robust prognostic factor and can be considered a promising histopathological candidate biomarker. Attainment of biomarker status requires further translational studies in the context of prospective therapeutic trials.